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Corrine Parver:

Welcome everyone to the second
in a series of debates on the presidential candidates'
health policy platforms. \e held this same type of
program before the elections in 2004. 1 am pleased that
you all have a chance to come and listen, and participate
in what will be a very exciting and energizing hour. I
am the Executive Director of the Health Law Project
at American University Washington College of Law
(WCL). There are representatives here from the WCL
Health Law and Justice Initiative, which is the student
health law association, as well as editors and staff
members from the Health 1 aw & Policy Brief which
is the biannual student publication of health law and
policy articles.
It is my great pleasure today to welcome our guest
speakers. We have representatives from the supporters
of the campaigns of Senators Barack Obama and John
McCain, and Richard Teske, who was a Department
of Health

and

luman

Services

official

in the

administrations and of President Ronald Reagan and

George H1.W. Bush. After his government service.,
Mr. Teske held positions advising phaimaceutical and
medical device companies and, more recently, he has
advised state governments on making their Medicaid
State Health Programs more robust.
Gwendolyn Majette is a Global Health Laxv Scholar
at Georgetown -University's Laxx Center. She has had
significant experience working on health law issues,
including the analysis and review of Medicare policy
as a Fellow with the lealth Subcommittee of the louse
Ways and Means Committee. She currently serves on
Senator Obama's Volunteer Health Policy Committee.
Heide Blajnrauh began her health career working for
Senator John McCain on legislative issues in the late
199 0s. She is a public policy advisor at Patton Boggs
in Washington D.C., which is one of the major law and
lobbying firms in the Nation's capitol. She consults with
clients in biotech, pharmaceutical and medical device
fields on payment issues, reimbursement processes.

and health policy regulations. She is currently advising

the McCain-Palin presidential campaign on health care
issues.
We are going to begin the discussion with Gwen
Majette, who is a supporter of Barack Obama.

Gwendolyn Majette: Good afternoon everyone.
It is a pleasure to be with you this afternoon. I
am a lawyer so I do have a disclaimer: I am not an
official spokesperson for the Obama campaign. My
presentation today is based upon my own personal
views and should not be attributed to the campaign.
Barack Obana's plan or strategy to provide health
care to all Americans includes three key components
that his plan focuses on: affordability, quality and
portability. By this I mean that Obama's plan is
designed to provide affordable, quality health care,
as well as affordable, quality health insurance. 1Health
insurance will be portable, meaning that as individuals
change their jobs they will have access to affordable,
quality health care.
Obama's proposal is designed to build upon our
current system using those things that work well, so
those individuals who are currently satisfied with their
health insurance plan can continue with those plans.
Obama's plan is also designed to expand coverage
to the 46 million uninsured individuals in the United
States, and to increase the value of the American health
care system.
What does our current system looks like? Our current
system of health care insurance coverage is primarily
provided by two groups. The first and the largest is
employer-sponsored health care. A Kaiser Family
Foundation report shows that 54% of the people

currently receiving health insurance receive it through
their employers. I have seen some numbers today that
suggest that txxo-thirds of the adults that have coverage
receive it through their employer.
The other large provider of health insurance coverage
is the govemnment. Medicaid and other public progirams
like SCHIP provide 120% of coyverage; another large
portion of people are eov ered through Medicare14%o. So, if you eomnbine the employ er-sponsored
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businesses do not provide coverage at the same level
as larger employers. TFhe Obama plan is designed to
give them some incentives to provide coverage in the
form of a small business tax credit. Small businesses
and entrepreneurs who cannot afford it will be exempt
from this employer mandate.
The fourth attribute of the Obama plan is to expand
Medicaid and SC1lIlP Some of you might not knos,
but during the most recent years as the number of
uninsured has been increasing, it has been Medicaid
and SCIP1 that have been providing more coverage
to those individuals. SCIJlP specifically covers more
children. The fifth aspect of the Obama plan is to
leave Medicare intact for seniors and others (primarily
individuals with disabilities).
Now, how is he Obama plan going to increase the
value of the money that is currently being spent on
health care\? Well, there are several core components
that the Obama plan uses to get more value from the
system. According to the economists working with the
campaign, individual families should be able to save
$2,500 with their health care coverage costs under
Obama's plan.
coverage of 54% with the gov ernment-sponsored
coverage of 26%,, you will see that 80% of people are
covered through employer-sponsored plans and the
government plans.
Now, how specifically will Obama achieve coverage
for all? President Obama will sign, in his first term, a
universal health care plan that has five core attributes.
First, he will create a National lealth Plan for individuals
and small businesses to obtain affordable, quality
coverage. This type of coverage will be comparable to
what federal employees are currently receiving. He will
also establish a National lealth Insurance E'xchange,
which would allow individuals who choose to purchase
private insurance to have a place to go where they
can find affordable, quality, comprehensive plans to
purchase. It will also moderate and provide fair rules
of operation to make sure that insurance companies are
treating insured consumers fairly.
The third attribute of Obama's plan is to preserve
employer-sponsored health insurance. As I said
before, two-thirds of adults have employer-sponsored
coverage, so Obama's plan preserves that coverage
by having an employer mandate. This mandate
basically says that employers will be required to
make a fair contribution to the health coverage costs
of their employees, either by continuing to provide
the insurance coverage that they provide or by paying
some type of assessment toward their employees'
insurance costs. Today, small employers and very small
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T-he Obama plan is going to focus on prevention.
This is very important. There will be a shift towards
providing more care via primary care providers. Many
other industrialized countries in the world use primary
care providers as the bulk of the providers of health
care: and in those other countries, their health care
costs are lower than ours and they also have higher
value and better outcomes. This idea of focusing on
prinmary care is not something new. The World Health
Organization since 1978 has had a "health for all"
agenda and has viewed primary care as a way to make
sure that more people have access to affordable health
care. When we are thinking about prevention, it is
not only primary care., but we are also thinking about
public health initiatives, such as focusing on tobacco
cessation and the obesity problem.
Obama's plan vsill also focus on chronic disease
management. Some of y on might be avsare that the
incidence of chronic disease is increasing in the United
States. lhe cost ot care foi people ssho have chionic
diseases, especially multiple chronic diseases, is very
expensive. So the Obama plan is designed to help
screen for these diseases eaily and to help tcach people
boss to bettci manage their caie. Early intervention
preyvents complications thdt lead tu cxpensve health
care, like hospitalization.
The Obama plan is also going to emphasize IHIealth (11)
as a way to reduce unnecessary and wasteful spending,
medical eiiors, duplicate testing, and inelficient

billing. Health IT will also help identify who the best
providers are, what the best treatments are, and what
the best patient management tools are. The Obama
plan proposes to invest $50 billion in Health IT. Other
countries use Health IT more. Because of the high costs
of Health IT, some type of financial contribution from
the federal government will be needed to facilitate
broad adoption of Health IT. Financial assistance is
especially important for the many small physician
practices that constitute the bulk of our physician
practice in the United States.
The Obama plan also will have and encourage increased
competition. The National Health Exchange is going
to set standards for insurance companies and provide
an environment for insurance companies to compete.
The Obama plan will also increase competition in the
drug markets by doing things like encouraging generic
use of drugs.
Additional tools that will be used to add value in the
Obama plan include transparency of cost and quality
data. Here we are talking about what health care
providers are doing, and getting data to make sure that
they are providing quality, cost-effective health care
services. We can require health care providers to give
us data about medical errors, we can require hospitals to
give us data about nurse staffing ratios; we can require
hospitals to give us data about theirI hospital infection
rates; and we can require them to give us data about
health disparities. the data will help us decide who we
want to use in our health care system, who are the best
providers, and how can we get the most value for what
is being spent. Wk
e are also going to impose disclosure
obligations on insurance companies. We want to make
sure that insurance companies are using the bulk of our
premium dollars to provide medical care and not on
administrative costs and, again, disclosure is the way
that we can do that.
A core component of the Obaina plan is the idea of
comparative effectiveness. An institution will be
established with the purpose of determinino what
medical treatments do not vsork. Thc medical literature
showss that vse do not curretl> knows the cffcctisveness
of man> of the medical treatments that are prosvided
today.
Another core reason vsh> comparative cffectisveness is
important is because the chief driver of costs in the
U.S. health carc s>ystcm, according to many reports.
is the use of and adoption of news tchlnology. We
nccd to makc surc that that ncvs technolog> is costeffective before it is adopted. This is something that
we see in other countries. For example, England
has an organization called the National Institute for

Clinical Excellence (NICE), whose job is to advise
the government about which health care treatments are
cost-effective.
Another core component of the Obama plan is
performance-based payment for physicians. You might
have heard the term "pay for performance."The Obama
plan will use this payment methodology. According to
a large insurance carrier, using pay for performance
and redesigning how it pays physicians is going to be
the primary method to control costs. Physicians will no
longer be paid based upon volume - the more volume,
services, and procedures they provide the higher the
pay. Instead, we are going to provide incentives to
physicians to focus on the types and quality of care
that will improve the health outcome of their patients
so that we pay for better health outcomes.
IThe final feature that I want to emphasize is that the
Obama plan will have a federal reinsurance plan.
E ssentially, what this will do is enable employers to
continue offering affordable health care coverage when
they have an individual employee in the group who
has high health care costs. Under our present system,
insurance companies typically raise the premiums for
such employers; this results in everyone's premiums
going up. Consequently, the employer may eventually
be forced to drop the coverage or all of the healthy
people leave the pool. The Obama plan will offer a
federal reinsurance pool to help the employer cover
those costs. Access to federal reinsurance is permitted
as long as the employer promises that the savings will
be used to lower the costs for their employees and
continues to provide coverage. Those are some of the
core features that I wanted to talk about with respect to
the Obania plan.
In contrast, I want to talk about some of the features
of the McCain health care reform plan. The design of
the -McCain plan will erode the employer-based health
insurance that we talked about, which effectively pools
group risk. It is going to do this by taking away the
benetit that many employees receive by not being
taxed on the contiibutions that their eniploy eis prosvide
to employ ees for their health insurance coyverage. Nosy.
cconomists talk about this and they say that emplosyees
really do not benefit froin the reccipt of employ erprovided health insurance because their w5ages are
reduccd by the amount of moncy that their cmploy ers
pay for the insurance. What vse do not knovs is that if
vse take avvay the benefit that cncourages employ ers to
buy it, vshether they vsill use the savings to continue
to prosvide coverage. U nder the McCain plan, there is
nothing to ensure that this occurs, but under the Obama
plan there is an employer mandate. By unraveling
group-provided health care that occurs through
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employ er-sponsored plans, the number of uninsured will not be reduced
even minimally. In the articles that you read, it looks like the number of
uninsured will be reduced by one-million individuals.

in Maryland and Virginia would not only have to pay that $7,000 shortfall
that was discussed earlier, but would also have to pay a tax - in Maryland
and Virginia $1,500; and in D.C.,$3,100.

Ihe McCain plan will provide individuals a $2,500 tax credit and families
a $5,000 tax credit. IThe problem with this is that the cost of a family
insurance plan today is $12,000. 1hat is a $7,000 shortfall that individuals
are now going to be required to pay. Because individuals only have $5,000
to go out into the marketplace, under the McCain plan, they are going to be
looking for cheaper plans - "bare bones plans" - and they are not going
to have the same level of comprehensive coverage.

Under the McCain plan there are weaker regulatory protections for
consumers. The plan provides for an unregulated insurance market or a less
regulated insurance market. Some of the protections that people currently
ha ve would be eliminated. In states that mandate certain benefits, such as
cervical cancer screening or colorectal screening, insurance companies will
no longer be required to offer them. If women are diagnosed with breast
cancer, the insurance plans do not have to cover breast reconstruction
surgery. So the mandates will be eliminated or plans will go to the states
that have the least aniount of regulation - either way it is not good for the

Another impact of the McCain plan is that people will probably be forced
into high-deductible plans. In those plans, the deductible and the cost
sharing for individuals are much higher. Ihey are basically designed to pay
for catastrophic costs, so people are going to have higher co-payments and
deductibles.People who are less healthy are going to have a very difficult
time finding affordable coverage. The reason that this occurs under the
McCain plan is that, in the unregulated market insurance, companies are
going to be able to risk adjust premiums. This means that the insurance
company can look at those less healthy people and say, "Okay, you are
using this amount of health care coverage, we are going to charge you this
premium." Obama's plan prohibits insurance companies from charging
people more or excluding them because of health problems.
The levels of those premiums are exorbitant. Currently, less healthy
individuals have difficulty obtaining coverage. McCain's solution to
providing care to high-cost individuals is to build upon a model using
high-risk pools. The problem with the high-risk pools is that the premiums
are two times the premiums of the healthy individuals and the pools are
financially unsustainable. For example, Maryland started a plan and within
five years, that plan essentially went bankrupt because the high costs led to
large payouts. So use of high-risk pools can be troubling.
I want to continue to talk about the financial consequences of either being
uninsured or being underinsured. Apoll conducted by the Kaiser Foundation
showed that these individuals experienced adverse financial consequences
as a result of medical bills. People were contacted by collection agencies;
they had difficulty paying other bills; they were unable to pay basic
necessities; they borrowed money; and they declared bankruptcy.
In 2001, half of the people who filed for bankruptcy cited medical causes as
the reason for filing. These people were not primarily uninsured; they were
probably underinsured or suffered from insurance companies dropping
their coxverage. So, 76%o of the people had insurance at the onset of illness.
yet one-third wvho xxere prixvately insured lost their eoxverage.
Aimore iecent Kaiser suivey analy zes the problems that people are cuiiently
facing because of the recent doxvnturn in the U.S. economy. An August
2008 survey showxs that 24%o of the people suixveyed said that they had
problems paxying for health care and health insurance. These health care
related financial diffictilties are likely to be exaerbated under the MicCain
plan.
Aidditionally, MclCain's plan wxould increase taxes on some indixviduals.
Because people no longer have the tax exclusion for the value of their
employer-provided health insurance, one stirvey from the Kaiser Foundation
and the Center for American Progress showed that couples making $60,000
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consumer.

Other consumer protections came into existence because of problems that
we had with managed care. Managed care has both positive and negative
attributes. inder the McCain plan, some of the procedural protections
from managed care's negative attributes may no longer be in place or they
will be avoided - things like expedited review. Basically, if an insurance
company decides that it is not going to pay for care that your physician has
said that y ou need, you would no longer have the right to have that decision
eval uated.
In summary, I think that the Obama plan is the better health plan for
Americans. It provides access to affordable health care as well as affordable
health insurance. Insurance coverage is portable because features like the
National IHealth Insurance Exchange, as well as the national plan for small
groups and individuals. facilitate the provision of coverage to individuals
who no longer ha-ve access to group coverage. Obania's plan lays the
groundwork for a high-perfornance health care system.

Heide Bajnrauh: Ihad the pleasure of working for Senator McCain on
Capitol Hill for a few years. I worked for himt in his state office, as well as in
D.C., so he gave me an incredible opportunity. He actually was the one who
pushed me into health care. I would like to thank the American University
Washington College of aw for putting on this informative program. I think
it is really important to hear different aspects of the health care reform plans
so that you can make your own informed decision.
Senator McCain sees many of the problems with the U:.S. health care sector
as rooted in the encroachment of regulation and bureaucracy. I am sure
everyone here has been to the DMV or any other place where you have
to stand in a really lono line and wait to get any sort of benefit that you
tbiink that yoti shotild haxve gotten first-hand xxithiout lhaviing to go thxrough
the xxhole slows process. I, as a D.C. resident, hasve enxcountered that quite
often.

McCain xxants to unleash ineentixves to create more comnpetition in the
prixvate health care sector that xxould gixve people more choices and more
affordable care and coxverage. The senator has pointed out numerous
times, and I quote. "The real key to refornm is to restore control oxver our
health care sy stein to flhe patients tlhemiselv es. Johno McCain's v ision for
America's lheahlh is based on four pillars ol reform: affordability, portability
and security, access and choice and, finally, quality.
I'll begin with affordability. John McCain believes in making health care
more affordable for all Americans by ensuring that drug companies, doctors,

insurance companies, hospitals, and eveiy
other aspect of the health care system
competes vigorously to respond to their
needs. By rewarding quality. promoting
prevention, and delivering health care more
effectively and efficiently, we can ensure
that every American can afford the health
care coverage of their choice. Rising costs
represent the greatest threat to achieving all
of these goals. As we all know, and hear in
the news every day, it is really the cost that
is the issue. It makes it difficult for families
and businesses to afford private coverage
and puts increasing pressure on taxpayer
dCollars, which are paying the bill for these
publ programs like Medicare. Medicaid,
and SCHIP. Cost puts health insurance out
of reach for tens of millions of uninsured
Americans.

Senator McCain would begin by creating
----....
an
and tairer tax subsidy that gives
everyone equal help in purchasing coverage and
that would unleash the power of the competitive
marketplace to bring down costs. He proposes a tax
credit of $2,500 for individuals and $5,000 for families
to obtain basic health insurance. The credit would be
refundable, meaning that people would get the full
amount even if their tax bill is less than that. People
who have job-based insurance today would see little
change and could keep their current coverage. Nothing
would change with the employer. They could still offer
you the same health benefits that you receive today,
but the credit would provide help to people shut out of
the job-based insurance system. They could choose an
insurer or other health care arrangement. Let us say a
few years from now you decide that you would like to
take some time off, either to help raise your children or
to start your own business. You would be able to receive
that tax credit to purchase health insurance - keeping
yourself insured and your family insured.
Ibis leads to the portabilitx and security pillai. IThe
tax bieak wxould be axailable whether people get their
health instirance at xwork. as a gireat majority of people
do. or xxhether thcy purchase coxveirace on theii oxwn or
through ncxw groups. This means that health instirance
could be portable from job to job. Peoplc xxould haxve
the security of covcragc that they can ow n and keep
wxith them oxver time, leading to bctter coordinated care.
Howx often~ have you changed doto~trs youurself and had
to go over your whole entire medical history all oxver
again? IThis would actually alleviate that problem. You
would be able to continue seeing the same doctor that
perhaps you have seen for the last ten years, or maybe

see somebody new and get your medical records over
there so that care is coordinated - again, eliminating
excessive testing and keeping costs down. You would
not have to change from one doctor or one network
to another when your employer changes insurance
companies or when you change jobs, leading to better
continuity ot coverage and care.
What about those who have high health care costs?
Senator McCain would create a new non-profit,
Guaranteed Access Plan (GAP) to help those who
have trouble getting insurance, usually because of
preexisting conditions. le would provide new funding
and guidance for the states to create GAP plans that
allow people who are currently denied coverage to
buy policies at aflordable prices. This would not be
another unfunded mandate to the states or a new federal
entitlement program, but rather a partnership between
the federal government, the states, insurance payors,
and the medical community. There would be reasonable
limits on premiums and additional assistance would be
available to help people with lower incomes.
Senator McCain also wants to make premiums more
affordable for tens of millions of others and he believes
that the key lies in greater competition. As a result of
that belief, he would allow people to purchase health
insurance across state lines. Opening the health
insurance market to nationwide competition would
give people many more choices of policies that are not
burdened by expensive state regulations that drive out
competition and drive up prices. People could choose
the best plan for them and their families, and through
their choices would put pressure on companies to wring
out excessive executive compensation and overhead
costs.
For example, I am sure now many of you receive your
insurance either through your employer or through the
university, or perhaps some of you are still on your
parents' insurance. McCain's plan would allow you the
opportunity to go across state lines to see if there is a
better plan for you. For example, if you got a job at a
tirm in Califoinia, that insuiance policy swould go wxith
you so y ou w ould not hasve to change insuirance.
The tourth pillar of quality w hich is similar to Senator
Obama's plan, really foc uses on the coordinated care that
I spoke about earlier, but also focuses on transparency,
HeIalth If, and comparativ e effectixveness refoim. lBut
we have to improxe quality of care. So this means
tmeadical professin to
prov iding new incentive fothe
The biggest public
costs.
piosvide better care at lower
programs, Medicare and Medicaid, can lead the way by
paying for outcomes, not just for doing procedures and
tests. Transparency is crucial so people can know the
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outcome records of doctors and hospitals and what type of tests can be done
and what those tests cost.
low many here can tell me what their doctor charges an hour for an
evaluation and management visit? Some general practitioners charge $150
an hour, some $220 an hour, and some $95 an hour, depending on what
community you live in. Without that knowledge you have no idea what
the actual cost of treatment is. Perhaps there is a different doctor that you
would like to see that would actually save you money in the long-run.
McCain also believes that it is essential to bring the health sector into the
information age and supports providing incentives for doctors to provide
better coordinated care through secure health records that not only protect
patient privacy, but also make sure that doctors have access to their patients'
medical histories so that they can provide the best care.
He also believes that individual responsibility in health care is crucial
giving people better incentives to take care of their own health. Rather
than paying for procedures as we do today, he says we need to institute a
new generation of chronic disease prevention, early intervention, and new
treatment models to help patients stay healthy. No amount of money we
spend on health care in the future will be enough if we do not get control of
the epidemics of obesity, heart disease, diabetes, cancer, and other chronic
conditions.
McCain also believes that health costs can be reduced by minimizing
needless costs from lawsuits and the threat of lawsuits. le xwould protect
doctors from lawsuits if they follow clinical guidelines and adhere to patient
safety protocols.
Some criticism has been leveled against Senator McCain for the boldness
of his tax credit idea, with some saying that it would spell the end of the
employment-based health insurance system that provides health coverage
to nearly 160 million Americans. The plan would be little more than an
accounting change for the great majority of people with job-based coverage,
moving the current invisible tax exclusion for job-based insurance to a
more visible and more portable tax credit.
You heard Gwendolyn say that the average costs for insurance for families
is something like $12,000. So where do you get the additional $7,000 after
tax credit to pay for your premiums? The answer is the same place you do
now. If you already have employer insurance, nothing changes - they can
still provide the same wages and insurance. Ihe tax credit is equivalent to
the existing tax break on a $15,000 policy. It the policy is cheaper, then the
xxorker conies out ahead. It the xxorker xxas huyinag his or her oxxn insurance,
then the premnum xxas coming out ot his or her pocket any way: it still xxill,
hut the tax credit xxill ottset some of the cost and make it more attordable.
If the worker ends up diopping out of emploxyer insurance and choosine
one ot the many options that xxiii be axvailabie, they xviii have additionlal
cash equal to the premiums they xxere pay ing, typically 2500 of the total
cost, aad xyou wxill haxve cut the ernploy er's cost so he or she xxill be able
to raise y our xvages. Importantly, the tax credit does aot exist ia isolation.
Comnpetition bctxween' insurnce. conmpaaics wxill alloxw you to buy hetter,

more affordahle, and more customized insurance. wxhich xviii reduce health
care costs for everyone and make insurance cheaper to purchase.
The foundation of Senator McCain's health plan is the belief in the ability of
Americans to make the best decisions about their health care and coverane
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they and their families need, with new subsidies and market reforms to
help make that care and coverage more affordable, more accessible, and
higher quality. Senator McCain does not want to force anyone to have
health insurance or pay for health insurance. Of the 47 million people that
are uninsured today, many of them choose to be uninsured.
Senator McCain says that the future quality of health care in the United
States and around the world depends upon continued innovation, which is
another one ofhis pillars. The goal, after all, is to make the best care available
to everyone. Ihe McCain health plan focuses on working with businesses
and insurance companies to widely employ common sense approaches,
like smoking cessation programs, promoting healthier eating habits, and
encouraging a more active lifestyle. These do not only reduce incidents of
cancer, but also ot chronic diseases like diabetes and hypertension. By the
way. the tobacco tax was the billin mechanism for the children's health
insurance bill that Senator McCain did not vote for, but Senator Obama
did. I just want to raise this point because that is often brought up - why
Senator McCain did not vote for the extension of SCHIP- it is because he
did not feel it should be funded by encouraging people to smoke more.
Most importantly, John McCain believes that no American, simply because
of a preexisting condition like cancer, should be denied access to quality
and affordable coverage. This is a very important priority in his health care
plan - to make sure that people get the high quality coverage they need.
The GAP plan will come into play to actually bring together industry and
state, creating higher-risk pools so that people with preexisting conditions
can have the insurance that they deserve.
Something that was mentioned to me prior to this talk was how these
candidates' health care reforms will change health care in the future. As
I mentioned betore, health care is not on a good path -- the costs are just
unsustainable. Medicare and Medicaid cannot go on. Who knows - it may
not even be there when you are 65. At this time we really need to come up
with other ways.
One thing that Senator Obama has brought up in the past is the federal
employee health insurance benefit plan, which is offered to members of
congress, senators, and government workers. Well, I happened to have
been on that plan when I worked for the Senate. That plan is also aprivate
market plan and each year insurance companies contract out and vie for
that opportunity to cover those government workers. Even in a plan that
you think is an all-inclusive insurance market and everyone is goiag to
have insurance, there is still going to be aneed for some sort of contracting
out. Evecry one knoxxs that xxhen you coatract out aad y ou send out your
proposal, you loxxer costs as a result of comnpetition.
One of the issues that I thiak aeeds to change oxverall is included in Mc~na's
planl, as xxell in Obama's plan. This is ioxweriag drug pices. Senator
McCain is ia faxvor of a safe re-importatioa of drugs and makiag sure that
generic druos get to the market faster because brand name mediciae is vecry
expensixve.
Also. chronic cotnditions account loi about three-quarter of the aual
health caie bill. So through preyvention and eaily iaterxvention, healthy habits,
screenings - those types of things --we can lower costs using health
information technologies. McCain would like to focus on promoting and
coordinating care, expanding access to health care, Medicaid and Medicare

reform, and transparency. Right now, you have no idea
what your employer pays for your health insurance.
You have no idea what your doctor charges. You have
no idea what Blue Cross Blue Shield has contracted
out with your preferred provider organization. The
public needs to have that information to make good
health care choices.
Richard Teske: Good afternoon.
y role today is to comment on the
two presentations you have just heard. I
will try to be as fair and balanced in the
jaron of today as I can be In terms of
jargon, you have just been subjected to
a.blizzard: insurance jargon. health care

jrgon, govemnent jaroon. Any body ssho
gets immersed in health care public policy
will tell you that it swill take you years to
figure out swhat the jargon means. Once
you figure out wxhat the jargon means.
putting it togethei into a cohesisve wxhole is
ieally ditticult because only then can y on
start making policies. A lot of the policies
in he'alth care, once made, hasve a lot of
svery bad, but unintended, consequences.
Tha t is wvhat wec are talking about in health
care. We are talkino about one-sixth ot the
country's economny. If y ou make a mistake
on your health care policy, you could
actual ly destroy your entire economy.
The three papers that y ou hasve in front of y ou are
excellent. The twso papers critiquing each health plan
arc very good.' The Mark Pauly paper is also extremely
good.2 his paper is try ing to take the best elements of
both plans and come out swith a solution. In the last
page of Mark P'auly's paper. he says, 'In the short run,
such a sy stem sxith income-targeted neutral tax cr edits
ieplacing all or a majoi part of the employmentbased exclusion could gieatly reduce the numbei of
uninsured people." Fine. But the parenthetical is
wxhat I wxant y ou to look at' "the amount of reduction
depending on the generosity of the subsidy and the
specifications of Inininum qualifyino coverage.
Those are the twso issues that wxe are really talking
about here. We are talking about the generosity of a
subsidy and the structure of the minimum qualify ing
benetit package. Those are the twso elements that you
hasve to concentrate on.
The major problem in reaching the goal of universal
cosverage or coyvering the uninsured and the uninsurable
is: Where do y ou get the money? There are really only
four places you can get the money. There is Medicaid
at about 12%' Medicare, at 14%; private insurance,
which is split between employees and employers,

which is just over half at about 541%o; and individual
plans, at about 5%. The fourth area is out-of-pocket
you just pay for it when you need it. A lot of the
uninsured and uninsurable are in that out-of-pocket
category. When I talk in front of groups like this
somebody always stands up and says, "You know you
people in Washington, you just do not get it . .. the
solution to health care is very simple' and they give
me an X, Y, Z solution. Usually it is a pretty good
solution. The problem in \Washington is not that we do
not have solutions. The problem is that we are awash
in good solutions. But the difficulty lies in the fact that
you are taking this system from here and going to there
- it is the transition period. low do you get from here
to there, without incredibly increasing your costs or
making structural problems?
My wife tells me that my chief talent in life is blazing
flashes of the obvious. Using that, let me just try and
put these two Senators' plans into context. There are
three things that all insurance policies and programs
have in common. The first is eligibility: Who is
eligible? Second is the benefits package: What do
you get'? And third, the cost. Obviously, they are all
related, but those are the three, very simply. There
are basically two philosophies in providing health
care. One is a government-run system; the second is
primarily a consumer- or market-driven system. The
first one, the government-run system, is a definedbenefits program, like Medicare and Medicaid. What
does that mean 7 It means that you have your eligibility
fixed. You know exactly who is eligible for the plan.
Your benefit package is fixed. TFhese are the benefits
you will get and the cost is variable. Why is that?
Because the way it works when there is a definedbenefits program is that, if you are eligible [or the
program, you are entitled to all the benefits regardless
of cost. That is why it is called an entitlement program.
This essentially is the Obama plan. He is working off a
defined-benefits structure because he's saying, "this is
the program I want."
IThe Metain program is the opposite' it is a definedcontribution program. What does that mean? Again,
eligibility is fixed. Yon aie the people swe aie going to
cosver. Costs are fixed. McCaun wxill gisve a set dollar
amount to syou -no more, no less. NYou do ssith
it as syou please, so the cost is fixed. The svariable is
the benefits package. That is wvhere the competition
comes in. Different employ ers. like under the federal
cmployeec health benefits program, will offer differnt
benefits packages, and you choose the benefit package
that you like. It is the benefit package that varies.
In government, you regulate the variable. Look at
Medicare and Medicaid: defined-benefits programs.
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In the last fort> ears, 90% of the regulations have been based on cost
containment and relatively few have been based on quality or access.
Under the McCain program, the cost is pretty much controlled because it
is a set amount, but the benefits are where you get the regulation. You look
at quality and information; things like that would impact your decision as
a consumer.
This pithy example also isolates the problem with both plans. For the
Obama plan to work, you need a good benefits package to attract the people
to use it. He is not using an independent or an individual mandate. He is not
forcing you to buy it. If he forced you to buy his plan, then he could have
a low benefit package because everybody would at least have that. But the
benefit package has to be rich enough to attract participation in the plan. If
you have a really rich benefit package, then what happens 7 Obama's plan
relies on preserving the employer system. Employers would either have
to pay or play. Ihe richer the benefit package the more employers will opt
out of the plan - pay rather than play.I hink of all the paperwork, all the
negotiation, all the headaches that come with playing rather than paying. So
you have that tension in the Obama plan.
As part of my eclectic career, for a couple of years I advised the Business
Roundtable's health policy. Ihere was not a single corporation on that
committee that would not drop health care coverage tomorrow if they could.
Why? Ask GM, Ford, and Chrysler. Pension and health benefits programs
are the single most non-competitive element of their cost structure vis-a-vis
Toyota and everybody else. Ihis is another problem with the Obama plan.
The problem with the McCain plan is costs. You are getting a set amount, but
that amount is not indexed for your income, nor is it indexed for health care
inflation. Ifit is indexed, that is the first thing that is going to be on the table
in front of Congress, namely: indexing the amount that your refundable tax
credit would be under the McCain plan. Well, if you index it to health care
inflation, which usually runs two-to-three times general inflation, again you
have costs going out of control. Now, what does this do?
When I joined the Reagan Administration in 1981, I was the de facto head of
the Medicaid program and I, like most young political appointees, had two
qualifications for the spot. One was arrogance and the other was stupidity.
Armed with those two qualities, I knew all the answers to the health care
solutions. I was working with a group of officials and I said, "You know the
problem with these bureaucrats is they cannot think out of the box. Where
is the creativity? They only see this limited way." Well after a couple of
years, I started to learn about the programs and I realized that I was wrong.
The problem 55as not thinking outsidc of thc box: the problem vvas the box.
It is the structure ot the programss themselves -not the benefits, not howx
many tax credits you get, aind not howv many IT elenments y on hasve for "hot
gizmos" in the sy stenm. IThe strtictnre ot the program itself is the prohlem.
If there is one criticism I xwould make ot both plans, it is that they do not
make ans stiuctuial change.
The Obama plan is resting on employ er-based iinsuraince and tihat is going
assay. FEmploy ers are fleeing that, they do not xwaint to provide insurance.
You xwill find the traditional pension aind health benefits in ten years only in
one place, tor public employees. Othervwise, it is going to be all gone.
IThe McCain system also does not do anything about containing the costs
of the entire program. IThere are a couple of bells and whistles in there but
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essentially the costs will run away because of the structure. It is built into
the structure of how we provide health care.
The Pauly paper comes close to analyzing these deficiencies. If we are
talking about structural change, what would it look like?)Remember what
I said when I began: Washington is awash in good ideas. It is how you
get to your idea that counts. But let's say that I wave a magic wand and
eliminate that problem. What we have now is a health insurance system
that covers middle dollar coverage. What do I mean? It means that you
have a deductible up to a certain point, then the insurance kicks in, and
then if you use a lot of that insurance, your lifetime limits kicks off and
you are exposed again. So it is that middle band that insurance covers.
That is stupid. That is not the way insurance should work. Catastrophic
insurance should cover both acute- and long-term care with no lifetime
limits. In other words if you have catastrophic diseases, costing millions
of dollars a year, it never knocks out. To afford that, you pay like McCain
does - through refundable tax credits. Everybody would get catastrophic,
long-term, and acute care coverage. Of course, if you are going to do that,.
you are going to have a high deductible right there. For the rich, a $10,000
deductible is fine as long they get this to cover their assets, so to speak. But
what about the poor? What about the people who cannot cover a $10,000
or $15,000 deductible? That is what you call Medicaid and you do it based
on income. Now that is as simple as I can put the ultimate system. IThis is a
huge structural change.
There is one other thing about the McCain program that you have to note.
Only five percent of the insurance today is provided to individuals. That
means that we really do not know how that market works. I can tell you
this, when I met with the health insurance industry and pitched the tax
credit program based on individual policies, I debated somebody who
wanted national health insurance. I said this can be a piece of cake. I
am going to win this one easy. I lost. Why was that? Because the health
insurance company marketing departments do not want to sell individual
policies. It is a lot easier to go into lord Motor Company with one guy
and sell 500,000 policies in a day rather than sell them one at a time. Ihe
cost to the system under individual policies with tax credits is not to be
underestimated. We really do not have a good picture of what it would be
like given the present market penetration with these policies. That is a quick
rundown simplistically of the two plans and their approaches.
In summary, both plans have a lot of good elements. Again, look at the
Pauly paper., because he tries to combine them. The two other papers are
excellent critiques of the plan but they are not about structural change. I
do not think either plan wxill get us out of the hole ot increasing health care
costs in the long term. Thank y on.

